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Abstract

With huge amounts of multimedia information connected
to the global information network(Internet), efficient and
effective image retrieval from large image and video repos-
itories has become an imminent research issue. This article
presents our research in the C-BIRD (Content-Based Image
Retrieval from Digital libraries) project. In addition to the
use of common features such as keywords, color, texture,
shape and their conjuncts, it is shown that (a) the color–
channel–normalization enables Search by Illumination In-
variance, and (b) the multi-level recognition kernel facili-
tates Search by Object Model in image and video databases.

1. Introduction

Image indexing and retrieval has lately drawn the atten-
tion of many researchers in the computer science commu-
nity [6, 5, 3, 1, 7]. With the advent of the World-Wide
Web (WWW), research in computer vision, artificial intel-
ligence, databases, etc. is taken to a larger scale to address
the problem of information retrieval from large repositories
of images. Previous pattern recognition and image analysis
algorithms in the vision and AI fields dealt with small sets
of still images and did not scale. With large collections of
images and video frames, scalability, speed and efficiency
are the essence for the success of an image retrieval system.

There are two main families of image indexing and re-
trieval systems: those based on the content of the images
(content-based) like color, texture, shape, objects, etc., and
those based on the description of the images (description-
based) like keywords, size, caption, etc. While description-
based image retrieval systems are relatively easier to imple-
ment and to design user interface for, they suffer from the
same problems as the information retrieval systems in text

databases or Web search engines. It has been demonstrated
that search engines using current methods based on simple
keyword matching perform poorly. The precision of these
search engines is very low and their recall is inadequate.

Content-based image retrieval systems [5, 3, 7] use vi-
sual features to index images. These systems differ mainly
in the way they extract the visual features and index images,
and the way they are queried. They give a relatively satis-
factory result with regard to the visual clues, however, their
precision and recall are still not optimized. Moreover, they
lack the power of locating specific objects and identifying
their details (size, position, orientation, etc.).

We have been developing the C-BIRD (Content-Based
Image Retrieval from Digital libraries) system which com-
bines automatically generated keywords and visual descrip-
tors like color, texture, shape, and feature localization, to in-
dex images and videos in the World-Wide Web. This paper
presents our results ofSearch by Illumination Invariance,
andSearch by Object Model.

Several color object recognition schemes exist that pur-
port to take illumination change intoaccount in an invari-
ant fashion. In [2], we address the problem of illumination
change by extending the original color histogram match-
ing method by Swain and Ballard [8] to include illumina-
tion invariance in a natural and simpler way than heretofore.
First, it is argued that a normalization on each color channel
of the images is really all that is required to deal properly
with illumination invariance. Second, with an aim of re-
ducing the dimensionality of the feature space involved, a
full–color (3D) representation is replaced by 2D chromatic-
ity histograms. Third, the histograms are treated as images
and undergone further compression in order to make them
suitable for matching in large image and video databases.

For effective and efficient search by object model, the
most important factors are the data representation (model-
ing) and the search (matching) strategy. In an effort to en-
able efficient retrieval in large image and video databases,
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Figure 1. Achieving illumination invariance.

we have been developing a multi-level data-modeling and
retrieval technique in C-BIRD. The technique uses a multi-
level recognition kernel. Features of model objects are ex-
tracted at levels that are most appropriate to yield only the
necessary yet sufficient details. It facilitates multi-level ab-
straction of the model and hence improves the matching ef-
ficiency and quality.

Compared to most existing approaches, our work has
the following characteristics: (a) the exploration of color–
channel–normalization for illuminant-invariant image and
video retrieval, (b) the exploitation of intrinsic and com-
pact feature vectors for search by object model, and (c) the
multi-resolution recognition kernel for content-based image
retrieval.

2. Illumination-Invariant Color Indexing

In this section it is shown as illustrated by Figure 1 that
a simple color indexing method that is efficient and invari-
ant under illuminant change can be derived for Search by
Illumination Invariance.

A color–channel-normalization method was proposed in
[2]. Given an image of sizem × n, each of the RGB
channels is treated as a long vector of lengthm · n. It is
shown in [2] that by employing an L2 normalization on
each of the three RGB vectors, the effect of anyillumi-
nation change is approximately compensated. The color–
channel–normalization step effectivelyaccomplishesillu-
mination invariance. The usage of chromaticity provides
two additional advantages: (a) the color space is reduced
from 3D (e.g., RGB, HSV, etc.) to 2D, hence less computa-
tions, (b) the chromaticity value is indeed guaranteed to be
in the range of [0, 1.0]; this helps the formation of a small
(well-bounded) 2D histogram space later.

From the chromaticity image, a chromaticity histogram
can be obtained. This histogram itself is viewed as a
histogram-imageat the resolution of128×128. Chromatic-
ity histogram image matching without compression could
be computationally intensive. A wavelet scaling function
is applied several times to the original histogram–images
to reduce its size down to16 × 16. These reduced images
undergo a16 × 16 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). By
experiment it is found [2] that using only the first 36 num-
bers in the upper left corner of the DCT coefficient matrix
(a zonal coding method as defined in [9]) worked well.

Note that in this method only reduced, DCT transformed,
quantized histogram–images are used — no inverse trans-

forms are necessary and the indexing process is entirely car-
ried out in the compressed domain.

3. Multi-level Recognition Kernel

This section describes a multi-resolution approach to
modeling and matching for Search by Object Model.

3.1. Recognition kernel

A recognition kernel[4] is defined as a multi-resolution
model for each object. Features of an object are extracted at
levels that are most appropriate to yield only the necessary,
yet sufficient details. Together they form the kernel.

Certain features (such as color) are known to be well-
preserved under severe reduction of image resolution, they
are hence used at low-resolution. Others (such as texture
and shape) require relatively higher resolutions. As in [4], a
three-level recognition kernel is employed (with Color 1 at
the level of the lowest resolution, Color 2 and Texture 1 at
the intermediate level, and Edge Orientations and Texture 2
at the level of the highest resolution).

1. Color 1: Colors in a model image are sorted ac-
cording to their frequency (number of pixels) in the
color histogram. The first fewMost Frequent Col-
ors (MFCs) and their frequencies are generally quite
important as characteristic measures of an object. In
this design, since color is used at a low resolution
where only very few prominent colors are preserved,
the MFCs become especially dominant.

2. Color 2: For each MFC, the centroid of all pixels is
located first. Each pair of the centroids for two of
the MFCs can be connected to produce anMFC vec-
tor. The length of the MFC vectors and the angles
between them characterize the color distribution and
shape of the object. To reduce the total number of
MFC vectors, only the vectors that connect the first
MFC centroid to the other MFC centroids are used.
Hence, fork (k ≥ 2) MFCs, the total number of MFC
vectors isk − 1.

3. Texture 1: Edge density (“edgeness”) is used to give
an estimation whether the area is highly textured.
Edge detection is only performed on the luminance
image Y, whereY = 0.299R+ 0.587G+ 0.114B.

4. Edge Orientations: Similar to sorting colors, the edge
orientations can also be sorted according to their fre-
quency (number of pixels) and theMost Frequent
Orientations(MFOs) can readily be obtained. The
MFOs are especially useful in handling rotations.
When an object is rotated on a 2-D plane (e.g., a book



is placed on the desk with a different orientation),
all the edge orientations are simply incremented (or
decremented) by a∆α.

5. Texture 2: At this highest resolution for modeling,
second order statistics could be used to generate tex-
ture feature vectors. In the current implementation,
edge density andMFO vectorsof the MFOs (derived
similarly as in the MFC vectors) are used.

3.2. Matching

When the recognition kernel with a certainS is placed
at a certain level in the image pyramid, features at the three
levels will all be matched. A coarse-to-fine strategy is de-
vised, namely, the search will start at the coarsest level of
the kernel using colors only. After the MFCs are matched,
the matching proceeds to the second level of the recogni-
tion kernel. Mainly, the MFC vectors will be checked to
derive an improved estimation on the object size, location
and orientation. Moreover, the edge density is also double-
checked. The matching at the third level of the recognition
kernel with the highest resolution is rather straight-forward.
Since the size, location and orientation of a potential match-
ing object is hypothesized at the previous matching steps,
additional features of the recognition kernel such as the
MFO vectors as defined in Section 3.1 at corresponding lo-
cation and level will be examined. Since several more cer-
tainty factorsCi are introduced at each step to measure the
degree of success in potential matching, a combined cer-
tainty factorC =

∏
i Ci is defined. WhenC exceeds a

selected thresholdτ , the detection of an object is declared.

4. Implementation

Our image retrieval system C-BIRD has been imple-
mented on both Unix and PC platforms. On both platforms,
we used the same search engine and pre-processor written
in C++. One version of the user interface is implemented
in Perl and HTML as a Web application, another version is
implemented as a java applet. Figure 2 shows the general
architecture for C-BIRD implementation. The system is
accessible from http://jupiter.cs.sfu.ca/cbird/cbird.cgi, and
http://jupiter.cs.sfu.ca/cbird/java/ (IE 4.0 or Netscape 4.0).

C-BIRD system rests on 4 major components:

• Extraction of images (Image Excavator);

• Processing of images to extract image features
and storing precomputed data in a database (Pre-
Processor);

• Querying (User Interface);
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Figure 2. C-BIRD general architecture.

• Matching query with image features in the database
(Search Engine).

The Image Excavator extracts images from an image
repository. This repository can be the WWW space, in such
case, the process crawls the Web searching for images, or
a set of still images on disk or CD-ROM. Frames can also
be extracted from video streams using cut-detection algo-
rithms [10, 1] and processed as still images. Once images
are extracted from the repository, they are given as input
to the image analyzer (C-BIRD pre-processor) that extracts
visual content features like color and edge characteristics.
These visual features, along with the context feature like
image URL, parent URL, keywords, etc., extracted with the
Image Excavator, are stored in a database. The collection of
images and the extraction of image features are processes
that are done off-line before queries are submitted. When
a query is submitted,accessing the original data in the im-
age repository is not necessary. Only the precomputed data
stored in the database is used for image feature matching.
This makes C-BIRD more scalable and allows fast query
responses for a large number of users and a huge set of im-
ages. When queries are submitted, only two processes are
in action: the user interface interacting with users, and the
search engine accessing and matching precomputed data.
The user interface communicates with the search engine
with a set of primitives. This allows to have different user
interface implementations. The search engine accesses the
database of the image visual and contextual features. If nec-
essary, both the user interface and the search engine can ac-
cess the images using their URL. We have implemented 8
types of searches and their combinations in C-BIRD:

1. Search by conjunctions / disjunctions of keywords;

2. Search by color histogram: similarity with color his-
togram in a sample image;



3. Search by illumination invariance: similarity with
color chromaticity in a normalized sample image;

4. Search by color percentage: specification of up to 5
colors and percentages;

5. Search by color layout: specification of the layout of
colors in a1× 1, 2× 2, 4× 4, or 8× 8 grid;

6. Search by edge density and orientation;

7. Search by edge layout: specification of edge density
and orientation in a1× 1, 2× 2, 4× 4, or 8× 8 grid;

8. Search by object model: specification of an object to
look for in images.

4.1. Retrieving the images from the WWW

The advantage of using the images available on the
WWW is two-fold. First, the WWW provides us with a
huge image repository which is a superb opportunity to test
the efficiency and scalability of our implementation. Sec-
ond, by using the images available on the WWW we can
build an index for the WWW, that allows not only to find
and retrieve images but also to find resources containing or
referring to given images. Moreover, indexing images by
sites can give interesting site content summaries by display-
ing thumbnail-sized images from a given Web site. Images
from web pages are surprisingly representative of the as-
sociated textual content. Thus, browsing thumbnail-sized
images from a site can give a broad idea about the content
of the site.

To retrieve images from the WWW, we built a web spi-
der (Excavator) that crawls the Web and downloads HTML
pages and images. While images are analyzed by the
pre-processor to extract content features, HTML pages are
parsed to extract links to images and other HTML pages as
well as descriptive information about images. When pars-
ing a Web page, the Excavator extracts HTML IMG and
EMBED tags and identifies image and video URLs. Sub-
sequently, these images are downloaded and passed to the
pre-processor.

Web pages on the WWW contain not only images, but
also contextual information “describing” the images that
can be extracted from text neighboring the images. The
descriptive text can be used to educe keywords related to
images. Being semi-structured, sections and components of
an HTML pages can disclose valuable information about an
image contained in the page.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the process of extracting images
from the WWW.

Because the URL of the page containing an image is
stored with the image meta-data, given an image, it is very
easy to find the Web pages in which it is located.
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Figure 3. Excavator: The Web crawling pro-
cess for image extraction.

4.2. C-BIRD database

The database used by C-BIRD is an addition to the
image repository and contains mainly meta-data extracted
by the pre-processor and the Image Excavator. As ex-
plained above, only features collected in this database at
pre-processing time, are used by the search engine for im-
age or image feature matching. During run time, min-
imal processing is done. Foreach image collected, the
database contains some description information, a feature
descriptor, and a layout descriptor, as well as a set of multi-
resolution sub-images (i.e. search windows) feature de-
scriptors. Neither the original image nor the sub-images are
directly stored in the database; only their feature descriptors
are stored.

The description information encompasses fields like: im-
age file name, image URL, image type (i.e. gif, jpeg,
bmp,...), list of all known web pages referring to the image
(i.e. parent URLs), a list of keywords, and a thumbnail used
by C-BIRD user interface for image and video browsing.

The feature descriptor is a set of vectors for each visual
characteristic. The main vectors are: a chromaticity vec-
tor containing 36 values as described above in Section 2,
a color vector containing the color histogram quantized to
256 colors (8 × 8 × 4 for R × G × B), MFC vector, and
MFO vector. The MFC and MFO contain 5 color centroids
and 5 edge orientation centroids for the 5 most frequent col-
ors and 5 most frequent orientations (the edge orientations
used are:0◦, 22.5◦, 45◦, 67.5◦, 90◦, etc.). These centroids
are used to derive the MFC and MFO vectors in the recog-
nition kernel as presented in Section 3. The scalars “edge
density” and “texture coarseness”, used for texture estima-
tion, are appended to the MFO vector.

The layout descriptor contains, a color layout vector, and
an edge layout vector. These vectors allow to do matches
with user defined layouts. Regardless of their original size,



all images are assigned an8 × 8 grid. The most frequent
colors for each of the 64 cells are stored in the color layout
vector and the number of edges for each orientation in each
of the cells is stored in the edge layout vector. The later
is used for both search by edge density and search by edge
orientation layout.

Since the recognition kernel searches for objects ineach
search window at a given resolution level, each sub-division
(i.e. search window) is represented with a feature descriptor
like the full image at the highest resolution level. These
feature descriptors for the sub-images are stored with the
image meta-data.

We use our illuminance invariant method to detect cuts in
videos, and segment a video clip into frame sequences. The
starting time and duration of the image sequence are stored
with the meta-data. While the thumbnail is generated from
the first frame, color and texture features are extracted from
all frames.

4.3. Content-based retrieval results

C-BIRD on both platforms, has a simple and friendly
user interface that allows querying by simple mouse clicks,
browsing, and composing conjunctions of complicated
queries. The current test database has over 1,300 images.
The meta-data is stored in a SQL server running on a
Pentium-II 333 MHz with 128 MB RAM. Search times are
in the order of 0.1 to 2 seconds depending upon the type
of search, except for the search by object, which may take
up to 10 seconds to make comparisons in all sub-windows
in the different resolutions and do all the necessary rota-
tions. Notice that the search by object model begins by se-
lecting only images that may potentially contain the object
by shortlisting the images that contain the colors present in
the object.
4.3.1. Search by illumination invariance

The experimental results for Search by Illumination In-
variance are very promising. Figure 4 provides a compar-
ison between the ordinary Search by Color Histogram and
our Search by Illumination Invariance. The image sample
selected for both searches is the first T-shirt image which
is taken under a dim bluish light. The entire database is
searched and the first 15 matches (sometimes mismatches)
are shown in descending order of their matching scores. As
expected, the by-color-histogram method (Figure 4(a)) is
only capable of turning out many dark images, of which
the third image happens to be a correct match (the same
T-shirt being folded slightly differently and rotated). How-
ever, its matching score ranks behind a book. The result of
by-illumination-invariance shown in Figure 4(b) is far bet-
ter. All three occurrences of the sample T-shirt, the third
one under a redish light, are found. Notably, it also finds
many T-shirts under various illuminations. Since the sam-

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Comparison of two results: (a) Re-
sult of Search by Color Histogram, (b) Result
of Search by Illumination Invariance.

Figure 5. Selected frames of a video clip.

ple T-shirt has basically two colors (dark stripes on white
cloth), these matches are mostly correct in terms of their
chromaticities, albeit unexpected.

Figure 5 depicts some selected frames from a clip
of goldfish scene in a 3-minute video that contains 22
cuts/clips. Because the camera was chasing the fish, the
reflectance changes significantly. By selecting the thresh-
old very carefully, the color histogram method still missed
one cut and mistakenly added three more cuts (one of them
at the third frame in the goldfish clip shown). As shown in
[10] the color histogram is simply not able to satisfy both
the precision and recall in video segmentation. Ourillumi-
nation invariant method, however, detects all cuts correctly
using a fixed threshold which works for other test videos as
well.
4.3.2. Search by object model

Figure 6 illustrates an example of Search by Object
Model. Figure 6(a) shows the eight book models of which
the first book is selected. The object model in this case is
a book. All 5 occurrences of this book with various sizes,
positions and orientations are found (Figure 6(b)).
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Figure 6. Result of Search by Object Model.

Figure 6(c) shows more detailed result of another search.
The model book image and the centroids of the 5 MFCs are
shown at the bottom of the figure. Among the 5 MFCs the
color orange-red is the first MFC. As can be seen from the
original image at the left, the sought book is at the upper-
left quarter. The graphical display of the search window, the
located book and locations of the color centroids are shown
at the right of the figure. The book orientation (44◦) and
scale-ratio (1.09) are calculated using the weighted-average
of the orientations and the lengths of the MFC vectors (vec-
tors connecting the centroid of orange-red and the centroids
of the other MFCs), respectively. Accordingly, the posi-
tion (center of the book) is determined to be at (64, 79)
which corresponds to the resolution of the bottom level of
the recognition kernel. The search continues at the third
level of the recognition kernel where the edge orientations

and the MFO vectors are checked and confirmed.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

Content-based image retrieval is an important issue in
the research and development of digital libraries which usu-
ally employ large multimedia databases. This paper pre-
sented our prototype system C-BIRD for content-based im-
age retrieval from large image and video databases. Issues
in both database design and image content based retrieval
are addressed. Two new methods for image content based
retrieval, i.e., Search by Illumination Invariance and Search
by Object Model, are presented. At present, only models of
2D objects are supported. The further study on 3D model-
ing and matching is on the way.
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